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Abstract
This paper describes an effective technique for relevant questioning in expert systems whose
knowledge base is encoded in a propositional formula in conjunctive normal form. The methodology
does not require initial knowledge about the relationships between questions. Instead, the system
learns such relationships over time as follows. After each session, the system analyzes its questioning,
deduces how it could have obtained each conclusion without asking irrelevant questions, and records
the relevant questions and answers in so-called processed dialogues. When a question is to be
selected in a subsequent session, the system measures the relevancy of questions using the processed
dialogues, ranks the questions according to that measure, and asks the highest-ranked question
next. We have used the methodology in an expert system that handles industrial chemical exposure
management. In that application, the system learned rather quickly to ask relevant questions and
became just as effective as a human expert. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Intelligent interfaces; Algorithms; Learning interaction models; Knowledge representation;
Algorithms; Logic programming and theorem proving
1. Introduction
Expert systems that ask questions intelligently are needed for many applications. Such
systems are difficult to construct since intelligent questioning, which is a part of dialogue
control, demands deep insight into the situation at hand. In this paper, we propose an
effective method for identifying questions that likely are relevant. The method relies on
a complex learning process. As stated, the method does not consider criteria beyond
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relevance. For example, social issues, costs of obtaining answers, uncertainty involving
conclusions, and a user’s misunderstanding of questions or knowledge limits are not
considered.
For prior concepts capturing relevance of questions, see Section 3. We define relevance
here as follows. Suppose that we want to determine enough input information to make
a certain decision. The information needed may be obtained by posing a sequence of
questions to the user. The questioning process is recursive and proceeds as follows.
Suppose some answers have already been obtained. We ask one additional question,
then evaluate the answer plus the earlier answers. If the decision can be made, we stop.
Otherwise, we proceed to the next question. Suppose the questions are selected according
to a certain rule. Using an appropriate probability model, one can compute an expected
value of the number of additional questions needed to make the decision. Since there are
only a finite number of possible selection rules, there exists a selection rule that results in
a smallest possible expected value. We call that expected value the remaining workload.
When a question is asked, then on average the remaining workload drops by some fraction
that we call the workload reduction. A question is relevant if the workload reduction is
maximum.
We should clarify what we mean by “making a decision”. First, it may mean that a
certain conclusion or its negation is shown to be a theorem of a given logic formula.
But it may also mean that it is futile to prove a given conclusion or its negation to be a
theorem. Depending on the application, proving futility may be just as important as proving
a conclusion. For example, consider a system for determining regulatory compliance. If it
is futile to prove some decision to be a theorem of the regulations, and if it is also futile
to prove the negated decision to be a theorem, then the regulations do not apply to that
decision, and the user has the freedom to make the choice.
The main results underlying the method are as follows.
(1) A new scheme for analyzing past questioning and identifying answers that are
crucial for a conclusion. The method requires that the knowledge is encoded in
a propositional logic formula in conjunctive normal form (CNF); we call such a
formula, plus a possible specification of True/False values for some of the variables,
a CNF system. The scheme relies on well-known subroutines of theorem proving,
but also treats the futility of proving a conclusion.
(2) A new metric for relevance of questions. It utilizes the output of the scheme of (1).
(3) A new selection scheme for questions. It employs the relevance metric of (2) to
identify questions that are important for establishing a conclusion, excluding a
conclusion, or proving futility of a conclusion and its negation.
So far, the method has been used in an expert system for regulatory compliance with
excellent results. The complexity of that case supports the argument that other cases
of regulatory compliance should be treatable with similar effectiveness. Moreover, the
structure of logic formulas for regulatory compliance is similar to that of diagnostic
systems, with two exceptions. Diagnosis typically involves uncertainty of conclusions,
while regulatory compliance mostly does not. Moreover, answering diagnostic questions
may entail costs. In Section 10, extensions of the method are sketched that allow for
uncertainty and costs of answers. Hence, those extensions can handle questioning in
diagnostic systems.
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The method requires that the user has no difficulties understanding the questions and
has the background and knowledge to provide correct answers. Thus, the method cannot
be employed in expert systems whose users may misunderstand or may be unable to
answer some of the questions posed by the system. The method also does not apply if the
conclusions of the expert system are not computed by theorem proving—for example, if
optimization is employed to establish conclusions. It is conceivable that suitable extensions
of the method can overcome some or all of these limitations. At this time, we have not
investigated these aspects.
2. Definitions and summary of approach
Let S be a CNF system. A logic variable of S is fixed by assigning a value of True or
False. A logic variable is freed by undoing a fixing. A logic variable is deleted from S
by removing all related literals from the clauses. A logic variable is added by undoing
a deletion. A clause is deleted from S by removing it from S. We frequently record
knowledge of the True/False value v for a variable x in a variable/value pair (x, v).
The method for question selection does not require initial knowledge about the
relationships between questions. Accordingly, the system may initially ask questions in
a rather ineffective way. However, after each session, the system analyzes its reasoning
and deduces how it could have obtained the conclusion without asking any irrelevant
questions. The results of that analysis are collected in processed history files. During
subsequent sessions, the expert system consults those files to guide its reasoning and thus
its questioning.
The analysis producing the processed history files requires the solution of two logic
optimization problems called MINVAR SAT and MINVAR UNSAT. Each instance of
these two problems is a CNF system, say S, where True/False values are assigned to
some of the variables, say specified by a set X of variable/value pairs. Define a set to be
minimal with respect to a specified property if the set has the property, but no proper subset
has the property. In the MINVAR SAT (respectively, MINVAR UNSAT) case, the given
instance S is known to be satisfiable (respectively, unsatisfiable), and one must identify a
minimal subset of the variables specified byX such that deleting (respectively, freeing) the
remaining variables specified by X leaves a satisfiable (respectively, unsatisfiable) CNF
system.
The problems MINVAR SAT and MINVAR UNSAT are NP-hard, as may be shown
by straightforward reductions using the well-known NP-complete problem SAT. In the
example application described later, we use the Leibniz System [18] to solve these
problems. The Leibniz System contains a compiler that for a given CNF system S produces
a solution algorithm that in turn settles satisfiability for S and for any CNF system
derived from S by fixing variables, deleting variables, and deleting clauses. We should
mention that the Leibniz System accepts all CNF systems and that the solution method is
entirely different from, and much more powerful than, the forward and backward chaining
of production rule systems. The compiler uses several logic decomposition algorithms
and recognition methods for special cases; details are provided in Truemper [26]. The
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logic decompositions rely on matroid approximations of Boolean algebra and matroid
decompositions described in Truemper [25].
Together with each solution algorithm, the Leibniz System supplies an upper bound on
the run time of the algorithm. That bound is valid no matter which satisfiability instance is
derived from the given CNF system by fixing variables, deleting variables, and deleting
clauses. We use this feature to establish time bounds for the subsequently presented
algorithms. The sharpness of the upper bound varies. Empirical test have shown that the
bound often exceeds actual solution times by a factor in the range 10–100.
It is well known that satisfiability instances with several hundred variables and clauses
can already be quite difficult. But for instances encountered in expert systems, say with
up to several hundred variables, the Leibniz System typically produces solution algorithms
whose solution times are in the range of a few hundredth of a second or less on current
(1998) PCs or workstations. Indeed, it is proved in [26] that the Leibniz System produces
polynomial solution algorithms for large subclasses of the SAT problem. On the other
hand, since the Leibniz System compiler is polynomial and since the SAT problem is NP-
complete, one should not expect the compiler to produce polynomial solution algorithms
for all SAT instances. Due to the latter fact, we do not call the solution algorithms efficient
since that term is generally reserved for polynomial algorithms. Instead, we prefer the term
“effective” due to the extensive track record such solution algorithms have established over
the past ten years.
Besides the solution of MINVAR SAT and MINVAR UNSAT, the approach requires the
repeated solution of two related subproblems, which in our application we also solve with
the Leibniz System. The first subproblem is the standard theorem proving problem where
a CNF system S is given and where one must decide if a given conclusion is a theorem of
S. For the situations of interest here, the conclusion is always a possibly negated variable
or a conjunction or disjunction of possibly negated variables. One decides a given case by
enforcing the negated conclusion in S and checking for satisfiability. The conclusion is a
theorem of S if and only if unsatisfiability is determined. We refer to this procedure as
IS_THEOREM. It returns True if the conclusion is a theorem and False otherwise. Note
that IS_THEOREM solves instances of SAT.
In the second subproblem, a CNF system S, a subset U of the free variables, and
a conclusion are given. As before, the conclusion is a possibly negated variable or a
conjunction or disjunction of possibly negated variables. The conclusion does not include
any variable inU . One must determine whether it is impossible to turn the conclusion into a
theorem of S by fixing the free variables inU . This problem arises in logic-based abduction
and is known to be6p2 complete; see Chapter 17 of Papadimitriou [22] or Eiter and Gottlob
[8] for details. The question may be partially answered as follows. One enforces the negated
conclusion and deletes the variables in U from S. Let S′ be the CNF system so obtained
from S. Then fixing of the variables in U cannot turn the conclusion into a theorem of S if
S′ is satisfiable. We rely on that fact in a process called IS_FUTILE. The process returns
True if S′ is satisfiable and returns False otherwise. Thus, True means that the conclusion
cannot become a theorem, while False leaves it open whether this is so. In the case of
True, we say that the conclusion is futile. Just like IS_THEOREM, the process IS_FUTILE
solves instances of SAT.
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Method Summary
1. The top-level scheme is Algorithm RELEVANT_QUESTION of Section 7. That algorithm first attempts
to use the currently available answers to prove c or ¬c or to show c or ¬c to be futile. For these four
tests, the algorithm employs the procedures IS_THEOREM and IS_FUTILE described earlier.
2. For each result established by one of the four tests of Step 1, Algorithm RELEVANT_QUESTION
calls Algorithm MIN_PRODUCTIVE or MIN_FUTILE of Section 5 to identify which questions were
needed to establish the result. In turn, Algorithm MIN_PRODUCTIVE (respectively, MIN_FUTILE)
uses Algorithm MINVAR_UNSAT (respectively, MINVAR_SAT) of Section 4. The selected questions
and related answers are added to processed history files.
3. If in Step 1 c or ¬c is proved or if both c and ¬c are shown to be futile, then the desired goal has been
reached, and Algorithm RELEVANT_QUESTION stops.
4. Algorithm RELEVANT_QUESTION relies on the processed history files to determine a question that is
estimated to be relevant. Algorithm WEIGHT of Section 6 is the main subroutine for this selection. The
selected question is posed to the user. When the answer has been obtained, processing returns to Step 1.
Fig. 1. Method summary.
In many practical applications, IS_FUTILE completely decides whether a conclusion
can become a theorem by fixing the variables of U . That is, an output of True (respectively,
False) of IS_FUTILE means that the conclusion cannot (respectively, can) become a
theorem. Indeed, this is so when the following, frequently satisfied conditions hold: First,
for each variable u ∈ U , the occurrences of u in the clauses of S are either all not negated
or are all negated. Second, if the variables u ∈ U are so fixed in S that they do not cause
any clause to be satisfied, then the resulting system must still be satisfiable. In such a case,
it is always possible to fix the variables of U such that none of these variables cause any
clause to be satisfied. It then is impossible to turn the given conclusion into a theorem if
and only if S′ is satisfiable, that is, if and only if IS_FUTILE returns True. There are other,
efficient tests for instances observing some conditions; for relevant algorithms, see Aspvall
et al. [1], Bylander [6], Kleine Büning et al. [16], and Truemper [27]. When applicable,
these algorithms may be used to improve Algorithm MIN_FUTILE of Section 5.
Fig. 1 summarizes the method. Given is a conclusion c. The method is to prove c or ¬c
or to show both c and ¬c to be futile.
The method has been implemented in an expert system for regulatory compliance called
OCHEM (Optimal Chemical Hazardous Exposure Management). Details of the system
are provided in Section 9. Here, we include a transcript of a session with OCHEM plus
comments explaining system actions and decisions. The setting is as follows. Routine
maintenance in a plant has led to the discovery of material that is suspected to contain
asbestos. The expert system is to develop a plan of action (POA) that handles the situation
in compliance with all applicable federal, state, and company regulations. Prior to the
session displayed below, the expert system had been used by us in 17 sessions. In Section 9,
it is shown that in a different experiment conducted by an outside expert and involving
75 sessions the system learned to avoid irrelevant questions entirely. We chose for the
transcript an example session that was preceded by just 17 sessions since it shows how
partial learning derived from the 17 sessions leads to questions that are mostly but not
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always relevant. The transcript is listed together with some explanations. We skip the start-
up phase and go to the point where OCHEM starts working on the case at hand.
(1) What OCHEM does: It computes a tentative least-cost plan of action (POA) based
on the initial information. This involves finding a satisfying solution for the CNF
system of the knowledge base that has minimum total cost. (The solution algorithm
for this task was compiled by the Leibniz System.) The total cost of the initial POA
turns out to be 21. OCHEM now attempts to validate the conclusions of the POA
by theorem proving and questioning.
(2) OCHEM> Has the material in question been lab-tested?
(3) User> Yes.
(4) OCHEM> Do the test results indicate more than 1% asbestos?
(5) User> Yes.
(6) What OCHEM does: It fixes the question variables corresponding to the above
two questions to True and uses theorem proving to validate the conclusions of the
current POA. It discovers that the POA must be changed because one conclusion
of the POA with value True, which says that asbestos is not present, is proved to
be False. It computes a new tentative POA, with optimal cost = 39, and begins to
validate that POA. It proves some conclusions of the new POA, but then cannot
settle a conclusion and asks a question.
(7) OCHEM> Was the material in question applied to pipes, fittings, boilers,
breeching, tanks, ducts, or other structural components to prevent heat loss or gain?
(8) User> Yes.
(9) What OCHEM does: It settles some conclusions by theorem proving, then poses
another question.
(10) OCHEM> Is the primary purpose of the job the removal of material?
(11) User> Yes.
(12) What OCHEM does: It determines that the current POA is no longer valid. It
computes a new tentative POA, with optimal cost = 88, and begins validation of
the conclusions of that POA. When it discovers that a conclusion cannot be settled,
it asks another question.
(13) OCHEM> Will the material being removed fit into a standard glove bag? (60×60
inches)?
(14) User> Yes.
Comment: The question may seem appropriate, but it actually should have been
avoided since later it is discovered that a glove bag must not be used. An expert
might have foreseen this, but after only 17 sessions OCHEM does not yet have that
insight.
(15) What OCHEM does: It proves some conclusions, then poses two questions.
(16) OCHEM> Would use of wet methods or wetting agents create an electrical
hazard?
(17) User> No.
(18) OCHEM> Would use of wet methods or wetting agents create a slipping hazard?
(19) User> Yes.
(20) What OCHEM does: It proves that a dry method of removal must be employed.
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Comment: The result of Step (20) could have been obtained without the question
of Step (16). Thus, that question should have been avoided.
We skip over a few steps involving two questions to get to another interesting situation.
At that point, the current tentative POA has optimal cost = 176.
(26) What OCHEM does: It attempts to validate the use of ventilation specified by
the current POA. It discovers that it is futile to prove that ventilation must or must
not be used. Accordingly, OCHEM flags that ventilation use may be freely chosen.
Then it poses another question.
(27) OCHEM> Do you expect the surface temperature to exceed 150◦ F?
(28) User> Yes.
(29) What OCHEM does: It determines by theorem proving that use of a glove bag,
which is specified in the current POA, is not allowed. This insight proves that the
question of Step (13) about possible use of a glove bag should have been avoided.
OCHEM asks three additional question and terminates with a final POA. This plan
satisfies all federal, state, and company regulations and, subject to that condition, has least
total cost, which is 384.
Overall, OCHEM has asked 12 questions out of total of 72 possible questions. For
each of a total of 59 conclusions, OCHEM has proved the conclusion or its negation or
has shown the conclusion and its negation to be futile. We do not know the underlying
probability distributions that would let us decide which of the 12 questions are irrelevant.
But using the empirical approach outlined in Section 9, which is based on the insight of
experts, it seems very likely that 4 of the 12 questions are irrelevant. The above transcript
mentions two of these four questions. They are posed in Steps (13) and (16). In addition,
the two questions of Steps (7) and (10) likely are irrelevant as well.
When the user has supplied an answer, OCHEM uses theorem proving to establish a
conclusion or to show futility of a conclusion, carries out all learning steps connected
with such results, and computes a new POA if needed. When all this is done, OCHEM
decides on the next question. The system is so fast that the time required for these steps is
imperceptible to the user except when a new tentative POA must be computed. The time
for that step according to our experience is less than 3 s for the first few POAs of a session,
but becomes unnoticeable for later POAs since by then a number of variables have been
fixed to True/False values.
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows.
Section 3 discuss previous work in intelligent questioning.
Sections 4 and 5 define Algorithms MINVAR_SAT, MINVAR_UNSAT, MIN_PROD-
UCTIVE, and MIN_FUTILE and show how these algorithms may be used to gain insight
from dialogues.
Section 6 presents Algorithm WEIGHT for estimating the relevance of questions.
Section 7 provides the top-level Algorithm RELEVANT_QUESTION for question
evaluation and selection.
Section 8 discusses convergence of the method.
Section 9 provides details of the OCHEM system.
Section 10 sketches extensions, and Section 11 summarizes the results.
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3. Previous work
Expert system dialogue control has been studied by many researchers; see, for example,
Berry and Broadbent [4], Koch et al. [17], and Hubona and Blanton [12]. One aspect of
dialogue control is relevant questioning. It involves two issues: identifying a conclusion to
pursue and identifying a question to ask. The latter issue is the subject of this paper. We
summarize prior results for that issue.
The MYCIN system (Buchanan and Shortliffe [5]) includes question selection. The
system utilizes production rules and forward and backward chaining for deducing
knowledge, and employs template matching and backward chaining to identify the next
question to ask. Since the system relies on shallow reasoning, this approach works well.
However, when an expert system contains deep reasoning, the technique breaks down since
the amount of missing knowledge is typically too large to allow effective chaining. Also,
the technique is limited to production rule systems using chaining. For example, a logic
clause of the form “If A and B then C or D” cannot be handled. On the other hand, MYCIN
handles uncertainty of conclusions.
The MUM system of Cohen et al. [7] is similar to MYCIN, but also considers the costs of
obtaining answers to questions. The ASK system added to MUM by Gruber [9] supports
the acquisition of strategic knowledge, that is, knowledge about actions of experts. The
ASK system interactively queries the expert about actions, derives production rules for
actions, and then validates and uses these rules. An advantage of the ASK system is
that it can investigate any action that an expert might consider, including the selection
of questions. A drawback of the system is that the expert must have deep insight into the
situations that trigger the actions.
Some work in relevant questioning views the problem as a verification task for
production rule systems where one must check whether any chain of reasoning can lead to
silly questions. References are Kang and Bahill [13], Herod and Bahill [10], Bahill [2], and
Valiente [28]. The following process is proposed for the solution. A list of pairs of questions
is constructed where each pair reflects a possible silly situation such as asking if the person
is under age 16 and, when this is confirmed, asking if the person is retired. That list is used
to change the knowledge base so that silly questions are not asked. The technique entails
four potential difficulties. First, the workload of designing a list of question pairs is placed
on the knowledge engineer. If the knowledge engineer does not find all bad question pairs,
the system may ask silly questions. Second, only pairs of questions are compared. If there
is a relationship between three or more questions, the technique will not identify it. Third,
the system does not adapt over time. Fourth, the technique is restricted to production rule
systems.
Question selection in Horn clause systems is treated by Wang and Vande Vate [30],
Triantaphyllou and Wang [24], and Wang and Triantaphyllou [29]. The second and third
references also consider costs for obtaining answers to questions. The methods rely on
probabilities for the answer to each question, but do not consider correlation between
answers. The restriction to Horn clauses, which are disjunctions where at most one
variable occurs non-negated, significantly narrows the range of applications. For example,
the earlier cited clause “If A and B then C or D” is equivalent to the disjunction
¬A ∨ ¬B ∨ C ∨ D and thus is not equivalent to a Horn clause. Non-Horn clauses can
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sometimes be converted to Horn form by complementation of some variables, but this is
not always possible. For example, the two clausesA∨B∨C and¬A∨¬B∨¬C cannot be
simultaneously converted to Horn clause form by variable complementation. For a detailed
discussion of the convertibility to Horn clauses and related references, see Truemper [26].
Work by Mellish [20] assumes that the knowledge base is represented by AND/OR
trees where the leaf nodes correspond to the questions. A certain pruning is used to select
questions. Similarly to the case of production rules and Horn clause systems, the restriction
to AND/OR trees where the leaf nodes are the questions limits the range of applications.
De Kleer and Williams [14] and de Kleer [15] diagnose faults in electrical circuits
using failure probabilities. The method, an entropy technique, minimizes the number of
answers needed to detect the fault. Both references assume that the conclusion events are
probabilistically independent. De Kleer [15] points out that “this independence assumption
which is widely made in model-based diagnosis is somewhat suspect”. For the applications
we have in mind in this paper, the independence assumption typically does not apply. For
example, it does not hold for the application discussed in Section 9.
Work by Heckerman et al. [11] uses the central-limit theorem to compute the value
of information for questions. Their work is limited to problems where the questions are
independent or can be grouped into independent sets. This forces the knowledge engineer
to identify relationships between the questions.
Levy et al. [19] describe a structure called query tree that supports a speed-up of
inferences in Horn clause systems. The goal is to reach an intended conclusion while using
as few rules of the Horn clause system as possible. The paper does not explicitly treat the
case considered here, where information about variables becomes known in an interactive
process. But it is likely that the process can be adapted for that setting.
The most significant differences between the work of the cited references on relevant
questioning and our approach are as follows. Prior systems typically restrict the represen-
tation to production rules, Horn clause systems, or AND/OR trees where the leaf nodes
correspond to the questions. These choices were made to guarantee efficient theorem prov-
ing. Here, we represent the information by general CNF systems and employ the above
mentioned Leibniz System for effective theorem proving. That approach not only extends
the range of applications, but also supports new learning techniques that are not restricted
to shallow reasoning and that do not require the assumption of probabilistic independence
of conclusions. The approach also allows treatment of the futility of conclusions.
4. Solution of MINVAR SAT and MINVAR UNSAT
In the MINVAR SAT case, we are given a CNF system S and a set X of variable/value
pairs. Each variable x of S with (x, v) ∈X is fixed to the corresponding value v, and S is
satisfiable under this fixing. In the situation considered later, each (x, v) ∈X corresponds
to a question x and an answer v given by the user. If S was unsatisfiable, then a specified
conclusion would be established by the given answers. But here S is satisfiable, and
the given conclusion cannot be proved and indeed is futile. Suppose satisfiability of S
is maintained if some of the variables x with (x, v) ∈ X are deleted from S. Then the
answers for the remaining (x, v) ∈ X suffice to prove that the given conclusion cannot
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be proved. Put differently, if the values v of the remaining (x, v) had been obtained first,
then one could have abandoned the given conclusion as futile and could have avoided
asking for the values of the deleted variables. These considerations plus others explained
later motivate the search for a minimal remaining subset of X that establishes futility. The
problem MINVAR SAT demands that one such minimal subset is produced. Algorithm
MINVAR_SAT shown in Fig. 2 produces the desired solution. The output of the algorithm
is a set F which contains one element for each variable/value pair in X. Each element of F
is a triple consisting of the variable x , its value v, and a {0,1} value f (x, v) where f (x, v)
is 1 if x is in the minimal set and is 0 otherwise. Clearly, the output F depends on the
order in which the (x, v) of X are processed in Step 1, and F may not have the minimum
cardinality that could be achieved if all possible sequences were considered. We argue that
such F is of interest. First, each minimal set represents one way of asking a minimal set
of questions whose answers prove futility of a conclusion. Second, in a given situation,
we may have prior answers for all questions but one of some minimal set that may not
have minimum cardinality. Asking that remaining question may then be the optimal way
to prove futility of a conclusion. These arguments support a search for all minimal sets
for a given S and X. In general, such a search requires too much computational effort.
Instead, we proceed as follows. For given S and X occurring during one session of the
expert system, we invoke Algorithm MINVAR_SAT once or at most a few times, each
Algorithm MINVAR_SAT Algorithm MINVAR_UNSAT
PURPOSE: Solve the minimal set selection problem
MINVAR SAT.
PURPOSE: Solve the minimal set selection problem
MINVAR UNSAT.
INPUT: CNF system S; set X of variable/value pairs
(x, v); each variable x of S with (x, v) ∈X has been
fixed to the corresponding value v
INPUT: unsatisfiable CNF system S; set X of vari-
able/value pairs (x, v); each variable x of S with
(x, v) ∈ X has been fixed to the corresponding
value v
OUTPUT: F = ⋃(x,v)∈X{(x, v,f (x, v))}, where
f (x, v) is 1 if x is in the minimal set and is 0
otherwise
1. For each pair (x, v) ∈X
a) Delete variable x from S
b) Check satisfiability of S
If satisfiable
f (x, v)= 0
Else
f (x, v)= 1
Add variable x to S
Fix variable x to value v
2. Output F =⋃(x,v)∈X{(x, v,f (x, v))} and stop
OUTPUT: F = ⋃(x,v)∈X{(x, v,f (x, v))}, where
f (x, v) is 1 if x is in the minimal set and is 0
otherwise
1. For each pair (x, v) ∈X
a) Free variable x in S
b) Check satisfiability of S
If unsatisfiable
f (x, v)= 0
Else
f (x, v)= 1
Fix variable x to value v
2. Output F =⋃(x,v)∈X{(x, v,f (x, v))} and stop
Fig. 2. Algorithms MINVAR_SAT and MINVAR_UNSAT.
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time processing in Step 1 the pairs (x, v) ∈X in random order. We then retain the minimal
sets F so obtained. Details are shown in Section 5. This approach prevents excessive
computational effort per session while guaranteeing that in an infinite sequence of sessions,
with an infinite number of occurrences of S andX, eventually all minimal sets arising from
S and X are obtained.
In the MINVAR UNSAT case, we are given S and X as before, except that S is
unsatisfiable. In the context of this paper, the unsatisfiability of S means that the answers
v given for the questions x with (x, v) ∈ X prove a specified conclusion. Suppose
unsatisfiability of S is maintained when some x with (x, v) ∈X are freed. Then the answers
of the remaining (x, v) ∈ X suffice to prove the conclusion. Put differently, if the values
v of the (x, v) in the remaining subset of X had been obtained first, then one would have
already proved the conclusion and would not have asked additional questions. MINVAR
UNSAT demands that we find a remaining subset of X that is minimal. Algorithm
MINVAR_UNSAT given in Fig. 2 produces such a set. The output of the algorithm is a set
F which contains one element for each (x, v) ∈X. Each element of F is a triple consisting
of the variable x , its value v, and a {0,1} value f (x, v) where f (x, v) is 1 if x is in the
minimal set and is 0 otherwise. Analogously to the case of Algorithm MINVAR_SAT,
the (x, v) ∈X are processed in random order in Step 1, and Algorithm MINVAR_SAT is
invoked once or at most a few times for given S and X during one session of the expert
system.
The complexity of Algorithms MINVAR_SAT and MINVAR_UNSAT is as follows.
Let the solution algorithm compiled by the Leibniz System for the CNF system of either
problem have upper time bound α. Define N to be the number of question variables. Then
the run time of Algorithm MINVAR_SAT or MINVAR_UNSAT is at most α|X|6 αN .
5. Processing expert system dialogues
We show how Algorithms MINVAR_SAT and MINVAR_UNSAT can be used to gain
insight from dialogues. The knowledge so obtained is stored in the processed history files.
In the next section, we use those files to guide questioning. Throughout, a conclusion c is
a possibly negated variable or a conjunction or disjunction of possibly negated variables.
Any variable specified in a conclusion cannot be a question variable. Note that the negation
of a conclusion is again a conclusion.
During expert system usage, a question q is asked of the user, who then provides an
answer a. We combine q and a into a dialogue pair (q, a). As questions are asked of the
user and answered, we collect the dialogue pairs in a set called the partial dialogue D.
Suppose in the given CNF system we fix the question variables according to the values of
a partial dialogue D. Let S be the resulting CNF system. Four cases are of interest.
• S with ¬c enforced is unsatisfiable; then c is a theorem.
• S with¬c enforced and with all unasked questions deleted is satisfiable; then c cannot
become a theorem by further questions regardless of the answers and hence is futile
as defined in Section 2.
• S with c enforced is unsatisfiable; then ¬c is a theorem.
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Table 1
Possible dialogue classification cases
Dialogue outcomes for conclusion
c ¬c
Productive Futile
Futile Productive
Futile Futile
Futile Unknown
Unknown Futile
Unknown Unknown
• S with c enforced and with all unasked questions deleted is satisfiable; then ¬c cannot
become a theorem by further questions regardless of the answers and hence is futile.
In the first or second case, the dialogue D is a complete dialogue for c. We denote
such a dialogue by Dc . In the third or fourth case, the dialogue is a complete dialogue for
¬c denoted by D¬c. In the first (respectively, third) case, the dialogue is productive for
c (respectively, ¬c). In the second (respectively, fourth) case, the dialogue is futile for c
(respectively, ¬c).
Note that it is possible that the dialogueD can be labeled asDc andD¬c. That situation
is at hand, for example, when both c and ¬c are futile, or when c can be proved to be a
theorem and ¬c has been shown to be futile. Table 1 shows all possible pairs of dialogue
outcomes for conclusions c and ¬c.
Given a complete productive dialogue that concludes c, we want to determine a minimal
subset of dialogue elements having the same property. Algorithm MIN_PRODUCTIVE
given in Fig. 3 uses MINVAR_UNSAT to identify such a minimal subset. The elements of
that subset are flagged and together with the unflagged elements collected in a set PDc.
A similar algorithm, called MIN_FUTILE and also shown in Fig. 3, relies on
MINVAR_SAT to identify from a futile dialogue a minimal subset and produces FDc as
output.
We call the sets PDc and FDc processed dialogues, and refer to the flagged elements of
PDc and FDc , as well as to the questions specified by those sets, as useful.
The complexity of Algorithms MIN_PRODUCTIVE and MIN_FUTILE is essentially
determined by that of Algorithms MINVAR_UNSAT and MINVAR_SAT, respectively.
Thus, if α is the upper time bound of the solution algorithm produced by the Leibniz
System for the CNF system in question and if N is the number of question variables, then
the run time of Algorithm MIN_PRODUCTIVE or MIN_FUTILE is bounded by α ·N .
Algorithm MIN_PRODUCTIVE or MIN_FUTILE calls Algorithm MINVAR_UNSAT
or MINVAR_SAT once to process a complete dialogue. But one may speed convergence
to relevant questioning by calling Algorithm MINVAR_UNSAT or MINVAR_SAT a few
times instead of just once. For example, in the implementation described in Section 9,
Algorithm MINVAR_SAT or MINVAR_UNSAT is called k = 5 times by Algorithm
MIN_PRODUCTIVE or MIN_FUTILE for each case of a complete dialogue, and the k
processed dialogues resulting from those cases are stored in the appropriate processed
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Algorithm MIN_FUTILE Algorithm MIN_PRODUCTIVE
PURPOSE: Identify a minimal set of useful dialogue
elements for a futile dialogue
PURPOSE: Identify a minimal set of useful dialogue
elements for a productive dialogue
INPUT: CNF system S; conclusion c; futile dialogue
Dc ; unasked questions U
INPUT: CNF system S; conclusion c; productive
dialogue Dc
OUTPUT: Processed dialogue FDc
1. Delete all variables in U
For all (q, a) ∈Dc
set variable q to value a in S
Add ¬c to CNF system S
Let S′ be the CNF system so derived from S
2. Calculate F =⋃(q,a)∈Dc {(q, a,f (q, a))}
using Algorithm MINVAR_SAT with S′ as the
CNF system and Dc as the set of variable/value
pairs
3. Output F as the desired FDc and stop
OUTPUT: Processed dialogue PDc
1. For all (q, a) ∈Dc
set variable q to value a in S
Add ¬c to CNF system S
Let S′ be the CNF system so derived from S
2. Calculate F =⋃(q,a)∈Dc {(q, a,f (q, a))}
using Algorithm MINVAR_UNSAT with S′ as
the CNF system and Dc as the set of
variable/value pairs
3. Output F as the desired PDc and stop
Fig. 3. Algorithms MIN_FUTILE and MIN_PRODUCTIVE.
history file. Note that the same dialogue may be derived several times that way and thus
may be stored repeatedly. We do this so that the relative frequency of cases is preserved in
the processed history files. Of course, we could only store the distinct processed dialogues
together with frequencies of occurrence. But explicit storage simplifies the removal of
dialogues due to excessive age, an issue discussed in Section 8. At any rate, the run
time of Algorithms MIN_PRODUCTIVE and MIN_FUTILE with k calls of Algorithm
MINVAR_SAT or MINVAR_UNSAT is bounded by αkN .
We collect all processed dialogues PDc and FDc obtained for conclusion c in processed
history files PHc and FHc, respectively. Similarly, for conclusion ¬c, we collect the
processed dialogues PD¬c and FD¬c in processed history files PH¬c and FH¬c. Note
that these files are not sets since we allow a given processed dialogue to occur more than
once.
We use the processed history files PHc, PH¬c, FHc, and FH¬c in the next section to
identify unasked questions that, in the terminology of Section 1, are likely to produce a
maximum workload reduction, and thus likely are relevant for deciding whether a given c
or ¬c is a theorem or futile.
6. Estimating relevance of questions
For a given conclusion c, we identify a question that we expect to be relevant for each
of the following four tasks: proving c, proving ¬c, showing c to be futile, and showing ¬c
to be futile. We call any one of these tasks settling c.
In this section, we describe a procedure that is used for each one of the four cases.
Accordingly, we label the applicable processed history file, which is one of PDc, PD¬c,
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FDc , or FD¬c, as Hc and label the processed dialogues in Hc as Dc,1, Dc,2, etc. Hence,
Hc = (Dc,1, Dc,2, . . .). We emphasize that Hc is a list and not a set.
For question u of a given set U of unasked questions, we compute a weight wc(u) that
is a heuristic measure of the workload reduction if u is asked next. We compute the weight
wc(u) as the sum of terms mj that we define next using the dialogues Dc,j of Hc. If a
given dialogueDc,j does not specify u as useful, then mj = 0. Otherwise, define:
xj = number of questions already asked in the current dialogue with matching
responses in Dc,j ,
yj = number of questions already asked in the current dialogue with differing
responses in Dc,j ,
zj = number of questions unasked in the current dialogue and useful according to
Dc,j ,
and let
mj = (1/zj )max
{
(xj − yj + zj )/(xj + yj + zj ),0
}
.
Suppose that the list Hc contains a total of n processed dialoguesDc,j . Then
wc(u)=
n∑
j=1
mj .
We estimate that any question u maximizing wc(u) results in a maximum workload
reduction and thus is relevant.
One may justify the above formulas by rather long probabilistic arguments. Instead, we
give here a short intuitive explanation. Assume that question u is asked next. Let us take a
dialogueDc,j of Hc that contains u among the zj unasked and useful questions. If yj = 0,
then all answers obtained so far match the answers in Dc,j . Hence, Dc,j likely is a good
guide for settling c, and 1/zj is a good estimate of the fraction by which the remaining
workload drops when u is asked next. The formula for mj produces that fraction since
yj = 0 implies mj = 1/zj . To simplify arguments, assume for the moment that all Dc,j of
Hc that specify u among the zj unasked and useful questions have yj = 0. Thus, for all
such j , we have mj = 1/zj , and wc(u) is the sum of these fractions. Then a large wc(u)
implies that asking u next is likely to provide a large reduction of the remaining workload.
Hence, if u maximizes wc(u), one is justified to estimate u as relevant.
So far, we have assumed that yj = 0 for eachDc,j specifying u among the zj questions.
If yj > 0, then yj answers obtained so far do not match the corresponding answers in
Dc,j . Accordingly, one would guess that Dc,j is less likely to be a guide for selecting the
next question. We recognize this fact by decreasing the contribution mj to wc(u) as yj
increases. Indeed, that contribution becomes 0 when yj > xj + zj . The decrease of mj as
yj increases is probably not as large as the reader may deem appropriate. For example,
if xj = yj = 2 and zj = 3, then we have answers for xj + yj = 4 questions of which
only xj = 2 match those of Dc,j . Hence, one may consider Dc,j not to be a good guide
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Algorithm WEIGHT
PURPOSE: Estimate weight for unasked question
INPUT: conclusion c; unasked question u; file of dialogues Hc = (Dc,1,Dc,2, . . .); partial dialogue D
OUTPUT: Estimated weight wc(u) for question u and conclusion c
0. Let n= |Hc|
1. If n= 0 (no history available)
wc(u)= 0
Output wc(u), and stop
2. For j = 1,2, . . . , n
If (u, ·,1) ∈Dc,j
(tally questions asked in history and current dialogue with same answer)
xj = |{(q, a, ·) ∈Dc,j | (q, a) ∈D}|
(tally questions asked in history and current dialogue with differing answers)
yj = |{(q, a, ·) ∈Dc,j | (q,¬a) ∈D}|
(tally useful questions asked in history and not yet asked in current dialogue)
zj = |{(q, ·,1) ∈Dc,j | (q,True) /∈D,(q,False) /∈D}|
If zj = 0
mj = 0
Else
mj = (1/zj )max{(xj − yj + zj )/(xj + yj + zj ),0}.
Else
mj = 0
3. Output wc(u)=∑nj=1mj , and stop
Fig. 4. Algorithm WEIGHT.
for selecting the next question. Yet mj drops from 1/zj = 1/3 merely to 1/7. Thus, mj
may be viewed as an optimistic assessment of the usefulness of Dc,j . We selected the
formula formj after some experimentation concerning convergence of the overall method.
We examine this issue in detail in Section 8 and mention here only that the optimistic view
underlyingmj aids convergence.
Finally, suppose Dc,j does not contain u among the zj questions. Then Dc,j does not
help us predict the workload reduction if u is asked next, and correspondingly mj is set
to 0.
Algorithm WEIGHT of Fig. 4 summarizes the calculation of wc(u). Evidently, the
computing effort of the algorithm is trivial compared with that of the earlier algorithms
as long as n, the number of processed history files in Hc, is not too large. In Section 8,
we see how this is achieved. Hence, in the complexity estimates to come, we ignore the
computing effort of Algorithm WEIGHT.
We proceed similarly when we estimate the relevance of a question for establishing
one of several possible outcomes and when we do not know which outcome applies. For
example, if we want to prove c to be a theorem or to be futile, we add up the weights
computed for each of the two outcomes and estimate any question maximizing that sum to
be relevant.
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7. Selecting relevant questions
We apply Algorithm WEIGHT to each unasked question u ∈ U using, in turn, each
one of the processed history files PDc , PD¬c, FDc, and FD¬c as Hc. Consider the case
of Hc = PDc. For each u ∈ U , we denote the weight wc(u) calculated for that Hc as
pwc(u). As explained earlier, we estimate the question u of U with maximum weight
pwc(u) to be a relevant question to ask if one wants to prove c to be a theorem. Similarly,
using Hc = PD¬c, Hc = FDc, and Hc = FD¬c, we produce, for each u ∈ U , a weight
wc(u) that we label as pw¬c(u), fwc(u), and fw¬c(u), respectively. Analogously to the
case of Hc = PDc, we estimate a question of U with maximum weight for Hc = PD¬c,
Hc = FDc , or Hc = FD¬c to be a relevant question to ask if one wants to prove ¬c to be
a theorem, show c to be futile, or show ¬c to be futile, respectively.
Algorithm RELEVANT_QUESTION of Fig. 5 computes four relevant unasked ques-
tions via the weights pwc(u), pw¬c(u), fwc(u), and fw¬c(u) and uses the sum of these
weights to derive a question that simultaneously considers relevance with respect to prov-
ing c or ¬c and showing c or ¬c to be futile. We call such a question overall relevant.
Part of the procedure is a check whether the information on hand proves the conclusion
c or ¬c to be a theorem or to be futile. When that is so, the current dialogue is processed
by Algorithm MIN_PRODUCTIVE or MIN_FUTILE as appropriate, and the resulting
processed dialogue is added to the corresponding history file.
The output of Algorithm RELEVANT_QUESTION is a vectorQ that contains the four
relevant questions discussed above and the overall relevant question. If a relevant question
does not exist because the conclusion c or ¬c can be proved to be a theorem or shown to
be futile, a check mark is placed into the appropriate portion of Q. If a relevant question
does not exist for other reasons, for example, because ¬c cannot be proved when c has
been proved, then the corresponding position ofQ receives a hyphen.
In the application described in Section 9, we only utilize the overall relevant question
of Q. There are other expert systems settings where one would want to make use of the
additional information provided by Q. For example, the expert system may decide on the
basis of some information, possibly provided by the user, that conclusion c can most likely
be proved to be a theorem. Then one would utilize the question of Q that is estimated to
be relevant for proving c.
Fig. 5 gives the details of Algorithm RELEVANT_QUESTION. We include explana-
tions for the steps.
Step 0 initializes. Step 1 checks if c is a theorem. If c is a theorem, the complete dialogue
is processed using MIN_PRODUCTIVE. The processed dialogue is added to PHc, the
appropriate component of Q is marked with a check mark to indicate c is a theorem, and
the algorithm stops since c has been settled. Step 2 repeats the process of Step 1 for ¬c.
Step 3 checks the futility of c. If it is futile, the dialogue is processed using
MIN_FUTILE, the processed dialogue is added to FHc, and the appropriate component
ofQ is marked. Processing must continue because futile for c does not imply futile for ¬c.
Step 4 repeats the process of Step 3 for ¬c. Finally, Step 5 checks if both c and ¬c are
futile. If they are, the appropriate component of Q is marked, and the algorithm stops.
Steps 6 and 7 determine a relevant question for each of the four cases. Step 6
(respectively, Step 7) calculates the productive and futile weights for c (respectively, ¬c)
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Algorithm RELEVANT_QUESTION
PURPOSE: Determine relevant questions
INPUT: CNF system S; conclusion c; files FHc, FH¬c, PHc, and PH¬c of history dialogues; nonempty set
of unasked questions U = {u1, u2, . . .}; partial dialogue D
OUTPUT:Q= (q∗(prove c), q∗(prove ¬c), q∗(futile c), q∗(futile ¬c), q∗(overall c))
0. (Initialize)
q∗(prove c)= q∗(prove ¬c)= q∗(futile c)= q∗(futile ¬c)= q∗(overall c)= “–”
1. (Check if c is a theorem)
If IS_THEOREM returns True for CNF system S and conclusion c
q∗(prove c)= q∗(overall c)= “√”
Determine PDc using MIN_PRODUCTIVE with S, c, and D; add PDc to PHc
Output Q and stop
2. (Check if ¬c is a theorem)
If IS_THEOREM returns True for CNF system S and conclusion ¬c
q∗(prove ¬c)= q∗(overall c)= “√”
Determine PD¬c using MIN_PRODUCTIVE with S, ¬c, and D; add PD¬c to PH¬c
Output Q and stop
3. (Check if c is futile)
If IS_FUTILE returns True for S, U , and c
q∗(futile c)= “√”
Determine FDc using MIN_FUTILE with S, c, and D; add FDc to FHc
4. (Check if ¬c is futile)
If IS_FUTILE returns True for S, U , and ¬c
q∗(futile ¬c)= “√”
Determine FD¬c using MIN_FUTILE with S, ¬c, and D; add FD¬c to FH¬c
5. (Check if both c and ¬c are futile)
If q∗(futile c)= “√” and q∗(futile ¬c)= “√”
q∗(overall c)= “√”
Output Q and stop
(ALGORITHM CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
Fig. 5. Algorithm RELEVANT_QUESTION.
for each question u ∈ U , provided c (respectively, ¬c) is not futile. The question with the
maximum weight is recorded in the appropriate component of Q to indicate a relevant
question for proving c, showing futile for c, proving ¬c, and showing futile for ¬c.
Step 8 determines an overall relevant question by summing, for each u ∈ U , pwc(u),
pw¬c(u), fwc(u), and fw¬c(u). We estimate u ∈ U with the largestw(u) to be a relevant
overall question.
Note that if some but not all of the history files are empty, the algorithm still produces
usable results. On the other hand, if all the history files are empty, all questions receive a
weight of 0. In that case, a question of U is chosen at random and designated as relevant.
The complexity of Algorithm RELEVANT_QUESTION is essentially determined by the
calls of procedures IS_THEOREM and IS_FUTILE and of Algorithms MIN_PRODUCTI-
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6. (Determine q∗(prove c) and q∗(futile c))
If q∗(futile c)= “–”
For each u ∈ U
Calculate pwc(u) using WEIGHT with c, u, PHc , and D
Calculate fwc(u) using WEIGHT with c, u, FHc , and D
Find u∗ such that pwc(u∗)=maxu∈U pwc(u)
q∗(prove c)= u∗
Find u∗ such that fwc(u∗)=maxu∈U fwc(u)
q∗(futile c)= u∗
Else
pwc(u)= 0,∀u ∈ U
fwc(u)= 0,∀u ∈ U
7. (Determine q∗(prove ¬c) and q∗(futile ¬c))
If q∗(futile ¬c)= “–”
For each u ∈ U
Calculate pw¬c(u) using WEIGHT with ¬c, u, PH¬c, and D
Calculate fw¬c(u) using WEIGHT with ¬c, u, FH¬c, and D
Find u∗ such that pw¬c(u∗)=maxu∈U pw¬c(u)
q∗(prove ¬c)= u∗
Find u∗ such that fw¬c(u∗)=maxu∈U fw¬c(u)
q∗(futile ¬c)= u∗
Else
pw¬c(u)= 0,∀u ∈ U
fw¬c(u)= 0,∀u ∈ U
8. (Determine q∗(overall c))
For each u ∈ U
w(u)= pwc(u)+pw¬c(u)+ fwc(u)+ fw¬c(u)
Find u∗ such that w(u∗)=maxu∈U w(u)
q∗(overall c)= u∗
9. Output Q and stop
Fig. 5. (Continued).
VE and MIN_FUTILE. As before, let α be the time bound of the solution algorithm
produced by the Leibniz System for the CNF system, and let N be the number of question
variables. Define M to be the number of conclusions.
Each call of IS_THEOREM or IS_FUTILE requires time of at most α. During
an entire session of the expert system, at most four such calls are made by Algo-
rithm RELEVANT_QUESTION for each question and for each conclusion. Hence, to-
tal time for these calls is bounded by 4αMN . During one session, at most two calls
of Algorithms MIN_PRODUCTIVE and MIN_FUTILE are made by Algorithm RELE-
VANT_QUESTION for a conclusion. Assume that each call of Algorithm MIN_PRODUC-
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TIVE or MIN_FUTILE invokes Algorithm MINVAR_UNSAT or MINVAR_SAT k
times. We have seen that the time of one call of Algorithm MIN_PRODUCTIVE
or MIN_FUTILE is then bounded by αkN . Hence, the time of Algorithm RELE-
VANT_QUESTION for the calls of Algorithms MIN_PRODUCTIVE and MIN_FUTILE
in a session is bounded by 2αkMN .
Combining the two bounds, we see that total time of Algorithm RELEVANT_QUES-
TION for an entire session is bounded by 2α(k + 2)MN .
The user of the expert system must wait each time Algorithm RELEVANT_QUESTION
evaluates the answers obtained so far and selects another question to ask. That waiting time
is bounded by 4α+ 2αkN 6 2αk(N + 1) if k > 2.
8. Convergence
Suppose an expert system uses Algorithm RELEVANT_QUESTION to evaluate and
select questions. We say that the expert system converges to relevant questioning if the
number of irrelevant questions asked in successive sessions declines and eventually goes
to 0. Given the arguments of Section 6, one may reasonably suppose that the expert system
asks few if any irrelevant questions if the dialogues of the processed history files are useful
guides for selecting questions. How can the system acquire such files?
In the simplest approach, the systems starts without any historical information and
proceeds as described in Sections 5–7. We have done so in an expert system with
excellent results. Details are shown in the next section. We expect other systems to
produce similar results for the following reasons. The formula formj of Section 6 assesses
rather optimistically the usefulness of dialogues that overlap little with a given situation.
Hence, if the processed history files contain few dialogues and thus have little applicable
information for a given situation, then that optimistic assessment causes Algorithm
RELEVANT_QUESTION to select questions in a manner that seems undiscerning and
even rambling to the user. That selection process, however flawed it may seem to be,
effectively lets the system try out new questions when little historical information is
available. As the history files grow and contain more and more dialogues that do apply to a
given situation, the system becomes more focused in its question selection and eventually
makes good choices consistently.
To-date, we have not investigated how one could convert the above qualitative reasoning
into a rigorous convergence proof. However, we do include some techniques that aid
convergence and that have been used in the implementation described in the next section.
We mention additional ideas as part of the extensions in Section 10.
First, as stated earlier, Algorithms MIN_PRODUCTIVE and MIN_FUTILE may apply
Algorithms MINVAR_UNSAT and MINVAR_SAT k > 2 times to a complete dialogue,
and thus obtain k processed dialogues for the processed history files. In the implementation
described in Section 9, we use k = 5.
Second, the CNF system linking questions and conclusions may explicitly or implicitly
contain relationships connecting the answers of questions—for example,
(u1 ∧ u2 ∧ u3)⇒ u4.
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One may utilize such relationships as follows. During the dialogue, one deduces as many
answers as possible from already known answers and treats the additional answers as if
they had been supplied by the user. Accordingly, the processed history files contain that
additional insight as well. In the example case, the processed history file may contain
knowledge about u4 even though it was not asked.
The third technique applies when the environment in which the expert system operates
is changing over time. In that setting, the conclusions to be proved and the probabilities
of True/False answers may change, and questioning should be adapted accordingly. We
handle this aspect by recording with each processed dialogue of the processed history
files the date of its creation. Before each session, the system examines these dates and
deletes dialogues that exceed a specified age. Related to this age-induced reduction is the
following consideration. As a matter of computational efficiency, one should also delete
oldest dialogues when convergence has been achieved and processed history files begin
to exceed a specified size. This reduction assures that the effort for Algorithm WEIGHT
remains bounded.
A fourth idea is based on the fact that the given CNF system S typically involves several
conclusions and that some questions are completely unrelated to some of the conclusions.
Suppose we have identified for each conclusion c some questions that definitely have
no impact on proving c or ¬c. Then one can always ignore those questions when
one selects questions for settling c. This modification reduces the number of irrelevant
questions that are asked when the system has not yet converged to relevant questioning.
Once convergence is achieved, the modification is no longer needed. The implementation
described in the next section implicitly relies on this idea. There, the given problem is
decomposed into subproblems. Roughly speaking, each conclusion c occurs in just one
subproblem, and the questions occurring in that subproblem are the candidate questions
when c is to be settled. In the absence of such a prior identification of the candidate
questions, the problem of pinpointing candidate questions is 6p2 complete and thus
difficult; see Chapter 17 of Papadimitriou [22] or Eiter and Gottlob [8]. However, as
pointed out in Section 2, instances of the latter problem observing some conditions can
be solved efficiently; for relevant algorithms, see Aspvall et al. [1], Bylander [6], Kleine
Büning et al. [16], and Truemper [27].
9. Empirical results
We have incorporated the new methodology into a real-world expert system. It
solves the difficult problem of industrial chemical exposure management and is called
OCHEM (Optimal Chemical Hazardous Exposure Management). OCHEM is a multilevel
expert system whose knowledge base includes government regulations, company policy,
economic factors, and time constraints. For prior work on expert systems for regulatory
compliance, see Bench-Capon [3] and Moulin and Rousseau [21].
OCHEM has been created with an industrial partner who has provided technical
information regarding hazardous material management. The OCHEM system currently
contains domain knowledge for handling asbestos in the workplace. A cost value is
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OCHEM Example Clauses
Clause representing classification alternatives:
The job type must be one of the following: removal, repair, maintenance, or custodial unless the material is
not asbestos.
fact(removal) OR fact(repair) OR fact(maintenance) OR
fact(custodial) OR fact(not_asbestos).
Clause representing choice of control methods:
If there is no negative exposure assessment, then one or more of the following control methods must be used:
local exhaust, enclosure, isolation, or ventilation.
IF fact(no_negative_exposure_assessment) AND NOT fact(not_asbestos)
THEN fact(local_exhaust) OR fact(enclosure) OR fact(isolate) OR
fact(ventilation).
Two clauses representing regulations of the federal Occupational Safety & Health
Administration (OSHA)
OSHA 29 CFR 1926.1101 paragraph (b) Definitions and paragraph (g)(4) and (g)(9):
If the activity involves removal of surfacing asbestos containing material, it must be Class I or III.
IF fact(removal) AND fact(surfacing_asbestos_containing_material)
THEN fact(class_1) OR fact(class_3).
OSHA 29 CFR 1926.1101 paragraph (b) Definitions and paragraph (g)(7) and (g)(9):
If the activity is removal of material which is potentially asbestos containing, it must be Class II or Class III.
IF fact(removal) AND fact(potentially_asbestos_containing_ material)
THEN fact(class_2) OR fact(class_3).
Fig. 6. OCHEM example clauses.
assigned to each final decision variable. That cost is incurred if the decision variable takes
on the value True.
Fig. 6 provides four OCHEM example clauses that do not have Horn form. For clarity,
we have expanded acronyms and other abbreviations.
In principle, a session with OCHEM could proceed as follows. The system could query
the user about all details of the given asbestos occurrence, could fix the question variables
to the corresponding True/False values, and then could solve one logic minimization
problem to get an optimal decision. That process would be unacceptable to the user since
it would likely ask numerous questions whose answers are unimportant for the situation
at hand. Instead, the system queries the user interactively, each time asking a question
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estimated to be relevant by Algorithm RELEVANT_QUESTION. When the answer has
been provided, the system attempts to construct and validate an optimal solution; details
are described in Straach [23]. If that step is successful, the system outputs the optimal
solution and stops. Otherwise, the system selects the next question.
When the construction of the system began several years ago (1994), the computing
speed of the PCs that were proposed for the expert system was so low that we decided
to decompose the decision problem into issues. In that framework, the optimal decision
is still computed by solving the entire logic minimization problem, which is called the
master, but validation of the conclusions by theorem proving and questioning, the subject
treated here, is done via thirteen issues and a logic module that controls the processing
of the issues. Except for one case, each issue is dependent on other issues since it shares
clauses and variables with them. That fact forces a rather complicated flow of computations
that is described in detail in Straach [23]. Here, we need not be concerned with that flow
since question evaluation and selection, the topic of this paper, is mostly carried out within
the issues. The various logic modules have the following size. The master has 233 clauses
and 154 variables, of which 72 are questions and 59 are conclusions. The thirteen issues
have between 18 and 74 clauses and between 18 and 57 variables, of which between 1 and
12 are questions and between 2 and 9 are conclusions. The logic module controlling the
processing of issues has 33 clauses and 39 variables.
We analyze the speed with which OCHEM processes queries. We use a nominal speed
of 100 mips, a modest figure by 1998 standards, since the computers on which the
system was eventually tested and installed had about that performance. The solution
algorithms determined by the Leibniz System for the issues have in the worst case a
time bound of α = 0.007 s. Let N be the maximum number of questions of any issue.
We have N = 12. According to Section 7, the time a user must wait while Algorithm
RELEVANT_QUESTION evaluates prior answers, updates processed history files, and
selects another question, is bounded by 2 ·α · k · (N + 1)= 2 · 0.007 · 5 · (12+ 1)= 0.91 s.
As stated in Section 2, actual run times typically are faster than the bound by a factor
10− 100. Even ignoring that factor, the time bound of 0.91 s guarantees that waiting time
is imperceptible to the user. This claim is confirmed by actual observations.
We include a few facts about the sequencing of issues and the minimization problem of
the master even though these aspects are unrelated to the topic of this paper. The time bound
for the sequencing module is α = 0.003 s. For the master, the Leibniz System constructs
an approximate minimization algorithm since exact solution would require too long to be
acceptable in an interactive expert system. The approximate algorithm supplies with each
solution an upper bound on the error made. The error bound turned out to be 0 in all runs
made by us. Thus, each solution was optimal. Due to the structure of the approximation
algorithm, the Leibniz System cannot supply a tight upper bound on the run time. Instead,
the Leibniz System provides an estimate of the actual run time, which is 10.86 s. Actual
execution times observed by us never exceeded 3 s.
The above timing results for OCHEM imply that the waiting time due to question
evaluation and selection as well as due to sequencing of issues is imperceptible to the
user, while recomputation of a minimizing solution of the master, which occurs just a few
times during a session, appears to the user at most as a momentary pause.
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We have done some experiments to estimate the run time if the issues were eliminated
and if the evaluation and selection of questions was done by simply using the master.
The experiments were done on a Sun Ultra 1 (167 MHz) workstation. We do not have an
accurate figure for the mips rating for that machine, but 150 mips seems to be a reasonable
estimate. Then the time bound for the satisfiability problem of the master is 1.9 s. In our
experiments, instances were solved on average in less than 0.003 s. Thus, the time bound
is about 600 times larger than actual run times, in contrast to the usual factor 10–100.
Using an average time of 0.003 s per instance, the waiting time due to question evaluation
and selection would not exceed 2 · 0.003 · 5 · (12 + 1) = 0.39 s. and thus would not be
noticeable by the user. This result indicates that, on current (1998) computers, the presently
used decomposition approach is no longer required.
We have obtained empirical convergence results for the system. Unfortunately, the
definition of relevance given in Section 1 does not lend itself to testing whether a given
question is relevant. Indeed, the joint probability distribution of the answers to all questions
often cannot be estimated with reasonable accuracy since it is impractical or impossible to
collect the required sample data. Hence, for evaluation purposes, we rely on the judgement
of human experts. If such a person says something like “I would have asked that question,
too” or “This is clearly the right question to ask”, then we record the question as relevant.
On the other hand a response such as “I don’t see why an answer to this question can
help” or “I am not sure that this is a good question to ask” indicate that the question is not
considered to be a best choice and thus should be rated as irrelevant.
Since one of us—the first author—has some experience with asbestos management, we
ran the system numerous times starting with empty processed history files and building
up these files during sessions that involved various situations. For each such sequence
of sessions, the system seemingly became more focused in its questioning as sessions
unfolded and as processed history files expanded, until finally the system asked relevant
questions only.
One might argue, quite properly, that these tests might involve an evaluation bias since
we constructed the system. Hence, we invited an expert for asbestos management who
was not involved in the development of OCHEM to use the system and evaluate its
performance. The testing was carried out in the following manner.
The system began with empty history files. The expert used the system for 15 sessions
to get advice for a variety of scenarios. During each session, the expert scored each
question posed by OCHEM as relevant or irrelevant. No processing of the history files
was done during any of these 15 sessions. This was achieved by removing the related steps
from Algorithm RELEVANT_QUESTION. Instead, the complete dialogues and the related
conclusions were stored. The system performance with empty history files is summarized
by the first row of Table 2. The first column of that row tells that no history files were
available for any of the 15 sessions. The second and third columns state that on average 37
questions were asked in each session; the maximum was 41. The fourth column says that
21 of the 37 questions were judged to be irrelevant. The corresponding percentage, 57%,
is given by the fifth column.
When the 15 sessions were completed, the stored complete dialogues and conclusions
were evaluated by Algorithms MIN_FUTILE and MIN_PRODUCTIVE, as applicable, to
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Table 2
OCHEM empirical results for asbestos management
History cases Questions asked Irrelevant questions
total Avg. Max. Avg. %
0 37 41 21 57
15 30 33 12 40
40 11 15 2 18
75 8 9 0 0
create processed history files. With these files available, an additional 25 sessions were
conducted. As before, the history files were not updated during these 25 sessions.
The second row of Table 2 tells the performance. The average number of questions per
session dropped to 30, of which 12 were irrelevant on average.
After the completion of the 25 sessions, the stored complete dialogues were evaluated
using Algorithms MIN_FUTILE and MIN_PRODUCTIVE to expand the history files.
At that time, those files contained the results of 40 sessions. Another 35 sessions were
conducted in the earlier-described manner. The performance is given by the third row of
Table 2. Note that the average number of questions dropped to 11, of which 2 on average
were irrelevant.
The history files were updated once more, using the complete dialogues of the 35
sessions. The files now contained the results of 75 sessions. The expert then carried
out sessions to investigate any scenarios he could think of in the domain of asbestos
management. The last line of Table 2 contains the results. On average, 8 questions were
asked per session with a maximum of 9. None of the questions were considered to be
irrelevant. Thus, the system had become just as effective in that domain as the human
expert.
It should be emphasized that in regular use of OCHEM the history files are updated
during each session and not in separate runs as done in the above experiment. Nevertheless,
we can bound the effort for the separate runs using the time bound 2 · α · (k+ 2) ·M ·N of
Section 7 for the total effort of Algorithm RELEVANT_QUESTION during one session.
For the case at hand, we have the bound 2 · 0.007 · (5+ 2) · 59 · 12= 69 s. Thus, processing
time of 75 history cases is bounded by 69 ·75= 5,175 s or 86 min. Actual processing time
was less than 10 min.
We add a comment to illustrate the complexity of the regulations concerning asbestos.
While the system was under construction, we ran testing sessions using various scenarios
and asked experts to confirm the validity of the decisions. In several cases, an expert
would say that a significantly cheaper solution was possible. At first, we concluded that the
system contained formulation errors. But just to be sure, we inputted the human expert’s
solution into OCHEM. That solution was flagged by OCHEM as not admissible, and
the explanation subsystem of OCHEM listed the federal, state, or company regulations
that were being violated. A manual check of these regulations revealed that the solution
provided by the human expert indeed was in violation of some regulations. From these
sessions, the human experts obtained new insight into asbestos management. We, the
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developers of the system, learned that the federal, state, and company regulations for
asbestos are so complex that they seem to defy complete human comprehension and thus
require computer-based interpretation. This conclusion is disturbing. On the other hand, it
is pleasing to see that in such a complex environment a computer-based system can learn
to ask questions judiciously and can make appropriate least-cost decisions.
10. Extensions
We sketch two additional techniques that aid convergence. First, one may allow an expert
to select among the questions when the processed history files contain no or few records.
That way, expert knowledge results in appropriate processed history files. Second, let us
assume that prior data are available that link questions with conclusions. In that setting,
the expert system can run unattended as follows. The system randomly selects a historical
case and the sequence in which the answers for that case are used. Repeated runs result in
processed history files that reflect the knowledge of the prior data.
Suppose the knowledge base is changed by the addition and/or deletion of clauses and
variables. Instead of discarding the existing processed dialogues, one may adapt them to the
new knowledge base so that applicable information is retained and superfluous or incorrect
information is deleted. The steps are as follows. Let Dc,j be a processed dialogue. First,
one deletes all questions from Dc,j that no longer occur in the knowledge base or whose
True/False values were established by theorem proving as described in Section 8. LetDc,j
be the reduced dialogue. Second, one deletes Dc,j entirely if it no longer allows one to
establish c or prove futility of c, as the case may be, using the new knowledge base. For
the remaining steps, we assume that this deletion does not occur. Third, by theorem proving
one adds any old or new variables whose True/False values can be deduced from the given
True/False values of Dc,j using the new knowledge base. Let Dc,j result. Fourth, one
applies Algorithm MIN_PRODUCTIVE or MIN_FUTILE, whichever applies, to derive
from Dc,j a new processed dialogue that takes the place of the originalDc,j .
Some expert systems—for example, diagnostic systems—involve uncertainty of clauses
and conclusions or must take costs of answers into account. We sketch extensions for
these two aspects. The Leibniz System deals with uncertainty in a simple way that
nevertheless has proved to be effective in a number of applications. That approach
allows the computation of processed dialogues whose answers prove a conclusion or
establish futility of a conclusion at some level of likelihood. One may adapt the metric
of relevance of Section 6 so that the likelihood levels of processed dialogues are taken into
consideration. It seems that there are no significant obstacles to consider costs, except that
the system must be able to learn low-cost promising selection of questions. We expect the
above two extensions for improved convergence cited in the first paragraph of this section
to be useful for such learning.
11. Summary
The paper provides a method by which an interactive expert system learns to ask relevant
questions. The method applies when the knowledge base of the system is encoded in a CNF
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system and when conclusions are established or shown to be futile by theorem proving. The
learning process does not require input by the designer of the expert system or assistance by
the user. An implementation of the system for a difficult problem of regulatory compliance
has shown the approach to be very effective. Extensions of the method are sketched for
domains and situations involving uncertainty or costs of answers.
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